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Chronic Progressive Disease: An Introduction to the Principles
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-

Any given organ system has a limited number of ways that it can respond to a progressive
disease. This means that for any given organ, many different disease processes will all end
in a common end pathway.
o Heart: heart failure, decreased and preserved ejection fraction (e.g. CHF)
o Lung: respiratory failure, hypoxia with or without hypercapnia (e.g. obstructive o
o Kidney: end-stage chronic kidney disease
o Liver: cirrhosis -> failure
o Hematology: cytopenia
o Endocrine: hormone deficiency

-

There are a number of important ideas in this image. Most individuals start with normal
function that degrades slowly over time due to pathology from underlying genetic
abnormality and/or environmental influences. The patient then goes through a long period
of time in which function can be maintained through homeostatic and then adaptive
changes (more on these later). These responses constitute an organ’s functional reserve.
The patient is asymptomatic, and the underlying structural defect can only be identified by
a screening test. Eventually, the limitation in the organ’s function will be exposed when it is
subject to a severe stress, such as climbing a mountain. The patient will develop the first
symptoms that will be relieved by stopping the stressor. Mild disease exists when it requires
a severe stressor to tip the organ into failure; severe disease requires only a mild stressor.
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For the physician, the patient will appear normal and recapitulation of symptoms will
require a stress test (e.g. 6’ walking test). Failure describes an organ that cannot maintain
normal function even at rest. Each system has its own clinical and an objective test that is
used to diagnose failure.

Chronic Progressive Disease
Organ
Heart

Screening
test
٠EKG
٠Imaging

Clinical term for
failure
CHF1

Symptom

Respiratory failure

SOB

eGFR 30-60
Biopsy
(cirrhosis)

Uremia
Failure

Glu6 100126 mg/dL

OGTT7

Diabetes mellitus

٠Hgb
٠MCV
100-140

٠Hgb < 10
٠Hct < 30%
10-100 X103
500-1500 X103
5-20%

Anemia

Syndrome
eGFR < 15 mL/min
Encephalopathy Prothrombin
time
Steatorrhea,
72 hour stool for
others
fat, fecal fat
٠Osmotic
٠Glu > 200 mg/dL
٠DKA
٠HbA1c > 6.5%
٠Complications
Fatigue
Hgb <7 gm/dL

Thrombocytopenia
Neutropenia
Hemophilia A
AIDS

Bleeding8
Infection
Bleeding10
Infection

Lung
(hypoxia)
Lung
(hypercapnia)
Kidney
eGFR
Liver
Biopsy
Pancreas
(exocrine)
Pancreas
(endocrine)
RBCs8
Platelets
Neutrophils
Factor VIII
CD4
Lymphocytes

PTT9
HIV

Functional
reserve
٠Exercise
stress test
٠Activities of
daily living
٠PFTs (FEV1,
FVC, DLCO)

٠SOB2
٠Edema

٠Imaging

Malabsorption

Objective
measure
٠Crackles, S3
٠CXR3
٠BNP4
٠EF5 <50%
٠PaO2 <60 mmHg
٠SaO2 <92%
PaCO2 >50 mmHg

< 5,000 /mL
< 500 X103
<2%
٠KS11 <400 /mL
٠Pneumo12 <200
٠Toxo13 <100
٠CMV/crypto14
<100

1. Congestive heart failure, 2. Shortness of breath, 3. Chest X-ray, 4. Brain natriuretic peptide, 5. Ejection
fraction, 6. Glucose, 7. Oral glucose tolerance test, 8. Subepithelial, 9. Partial thromboplastin time, 10.
Joint and deep soft tissue, 11. Kaposi sarcoma, 12. Pneumocystis jiroveci, 12. Toxoplasmosis gondii, 14.
Cytomegalovirus, cryptococcus neoformans

Homeostasis
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Homeostasis refers to the body’s ability to maintain a stable environment through changes
in the external environment. A comparable term is “physiology”, but this has a long history
and most doctors just think of it at the whole body level. Homeostasis allows for the more
complete understanding that stability also occurs at the tissue and cellular/ molecular level.
Homeostasis is usually modeled through “control system theory” which sees the body as a
biomachine.

Essential functions are monitored by the use of regulated variables, which are parameters
that reflect the status of the system. For example, the body does not directed monitor
tissue perfusion. Instead, it uses the regulated variable of blood pressure. This is has
multiple sensors in the body, such as the baroreceptors in the aortic arch and carotid
sinuses, and juxtaglomerular apparatus of the kidney, with backup in severe hypotension
through the hypothalamus. A prime controller is through the nucleus tractus solitarius of
the medulla. Effectors are neurohormonal.
A selected list of system regulated variables is given in the table below.
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Homeostasis at the local or tissue level is not as well studied. Good examples can be found
in local regulation of blood flow and hematopoietic cell production and release in the bone
marrow.
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Hematopoetic regulation (for further discussion, see: Hematology, Structure and function)

Regulated
variable
RBC1 mass
Platelets
Neutrophils

Sensor

Effector

Target

Kidney HIF-α12 (VHL3
system)
None, constitutional
liver production of TPO5
APCs6 (PRR)7: cytokines
(IL-1, TNF-α)

EPO4

Erythroblast

TPO and TPO-R on
megakaryocytes
Production (G-CSF)8

Megakaryocyte

Lymphocytes APCs (antigens)

Myeloblast

Release: Stromal cell Neutrophil (CXCR4)
(CXCL12)
TH4 (IL-2)
T-cells (autocrine)

1. Red blood cells, 2. Hypoxia inducible factor, 3. Von Hippel Lindau, 4. Erythropoietin, 5. Thrombopoietin,
6. Antigen presenting cells, 7. Pathogen recognition receptors, 8. Granulocyte colony stimulating factor,
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- Homeostasis at the cellular / molecular level is a very rapidly changing subject. Key examples
that have known clinical application include:
Regulated variable
Protein synthesis
Energy status
Glucose status
Hypoxia

Controller/effector
mTOR
AMP kinase (AMP-K)
CHREBP → triglyceride metabolism
HIF-α1 (VHL system)

Adaptation (For more information, see: General pathology, Homeostasis, adaptation and
disease)
-

-

-
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Adaptation refers to a change in the structure of a tissue or cell that is required to maintain
function when a stressor exceeds the response achieved by homeostasis.
o Adaptation, with its structural change, requires a change in protein synthesis and
therefore requires change at the genetic level
o Signaling for adaptation is usually through cytokines (For more information, see:
General pathology, cytokines)
Common examples of adaptation include atrophy, hypertrophy, hyperplasia and metaplasia.
o Adaptation in the heart through atrophy is called remodeling.
There are several different types of stressors that include:
o Excessive demand (e.g. high output heart failure, weight on joints)
o Injury (e.g. ischemia, toxins)
o Infection
If the adaptation does not adequately compensate for the stressor, then decompensation of
the organ leads to further loss of function and disease.
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Disease
-

Disease refers to any loss of function that impairs an individual’s ability integrate into their
environment as well as they would like.
Implicit in this definition is that disease has a significant psychosocial cultural component.

Completeness
-

Completeness refers to the idea that understanding of a disease starts with the patient and
their concern or “complaint”. From this start, the understanding of the disease process then
proceeds from organ to tissue to cells to ultrastructure to the molecular foundations of
proteins and DNA. This can been best understood through the image seen below.

A general approach to chronic progressive organ failure
-

-
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Normal changes in environment can be compensated for by homeostasis. When there is a
stressor that exceeds the homeostatic mechanisms, the cell changes its structure, called
adaptation. When this is inadequate, function degrades and a disease state ensues.
The progression occurs at three levels of the body: system, tissue/cell and
ultrastructural/molecular.
To completely understand organ failure, one must understand these changes at the three
structural levels.
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